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Dear Sir/Madam,

Enclosed please find our revised article entitled: ‘The design of the SAFE or SORRY? study: a cluster randomised trial on the development and testing of an evidence based inpatient safety program for the prevention of adverse events’, by L Schoonhoven, M Hulscher, J Mintjes, G Borm, R Koopmans, T van Achterberg and B van Gaal.

Thank you for giving the opportunity to change small typographical errors. We have found a few small errors in the article and would like to change them.

We have made a point-by-point description of the changes made in the article:

- Page 1: author Marlies Hulscher: is changed into Marlies E.J.L. Hulscher (text is highlighted)
- Page 1: author MH is changed into MEJLH (text is highlighted)
- Page 5: author BvG is changed into BGlvG (text is highlighted)
- Page 5: author MH is changed into MEJLH (text is highlighted)
- Page 7: ‘present PU’: removed an extra space between present - PU (text is highlighted)
- Page 9: author JM is changed into JAJM (text is highlighted)
- Page 9: author RK is changed into RTCMK (text is highlighted)
- Page 12: a intra correlation coefficient: changed into an intra correlation coefficient (text is highlighted)
- Page 12: author BvG is changed into BGlvG (text is highlighted)
- Page 12: author MH is changed into MEJLH (text is highlighted)
- Page 12 author JM is changed into JAJM (text is highlighted)
- Page 12 author RK is changed into RTCMK (text is highlighted)

Looking forward to hearing from you.

Yours faithfully,

On behalf of all co-authors,

Drs. Betsie van Gaal